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View and Download Monster Superstar manual and warranty online. Superstar Portable Speakers pdf manual
download.

I also have to agree that it has a very detailed clear sound, not typical for wireless speakers. Here is more about
this little SuperStar! In addition to a speaker, a usb to micro usb cable and storage drawstring mesh pouch was
included. There is no exaggeration, but the speaker is small!!! Weighting only g and mm x 75mm x 22mm it
had a footprint smaller than my Note 2, and about double in thickness. It was small enough to fit in the palm
of my hand, and soft rubbery texture felt very good to the touch which also should help to absorb a shock if
dropped. Also, the speaker itself was designed to work placed flat on the surface or in a sturdy upright
position. A closer examination of the speaker revealed some very unique design details. First of all, it has 2
top firing drivers placed in the corners under the perforated grill. In the center on the top and the bottom of the
speaker you have a pair of cleverly designed passive bass radiators to enhance low frequency performance of
SuperStar. One of the main problems with small speaker enclosures is not being able to fit enough of regular
active drivers to cover a low frequency sound. Some speakers use bass ports to direct the sound outside
through some clever filtering, while in here you get a pair of passive radiator cones pumping the air out. With
a lot of the smaller speakers, you typically get a thin high frequency sound or muddy bass distortion, but with
SuperStar you get a well rounded detailed clear sound. As a matter of fact, I pumped it up to a max volume
and experienced minimal distortion, only noticeable in low frequency range due to exaggerated pumping of
radiator ports. For sure, this speaker sounds VERY good for its size and has clarity surpassing a lot of other
speakers I have tested before. Beside sound quality itself, you also get an impressive volume level where I
compared it to another 12 Watt wireless speaker I recently tested and found SuperStar to be louder. Another
big advantage is the use of Apt-X codec which helps transmit audio wirelessly without too much of bandwidth
compression. It really felt like listening to a wired speaker. Speaking of that, there is 3. On the other side of
the speaker, there is micro USB port with a flap cover for battery charging and also for audio-over-usb
connection. The battery should last about hr at moderate volume use, and micro-usb port also doubles in
functionality to be connected to compatible devices where you can send audio through usb port. Pushing
Power turns the speaker on and pushing Bluetooth either puts it in a pair up mode for the first time or starts
pair up if there was some issue with disconnect. Once paired up, it shows up connected to your phone and
media audio, so it can be used to play audio from the phone as well as functioning as a speakerphone with a
build-in mic. Volume adjustment is self explanatory. There is also one hidden control which is not obvious
and you can only learn about it from manual. It provides a clear feedback of functionality, but I wish it could
be disabled. At the same time, you are paying a premium for its unique features packed into a very small
footprint. Personally, I was very impressed with this wireless speaker and would definitely recommend it if
you want a loud detailed sound and a design to make you stand out from a crowd! Here are the pictures.
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Pure Monster Sound wherever you are. Compact, wireless, Bluetooth, and waterproof / floating speakers. Pure listening
pleasure at home, on the go, or even the pool!

Monster Superstar Backfloat Bluetooth Speaker February 13, By Jack Ort I know it may feel too cold to even
think about the prospect of summer, but at least in Texas the prospect of warm weather and poolside barbecues
is mere weeks away. With that in mind, we set our sights on the Monster Superstar Backfloat portable
speakers, a perfect companion for a day basking in the pool or tubing down the river. The Backfloat is a
compact Bluetooth speaker hub that measures a couple of inches longer than a Galaxy S4 on its side, roughly
the same width, and not even two inches thick. It is also billed as not only waterproof, but buoyant as well.
This feature is evident in the cover that hides the Micro USB charging port and the 3. It is double sealed, with
concentric 1mm thick rings sealing in place to protect the inputs from water. The unit comes packaged in a
nice clamshell box with its own drawstring mesh bag, which combines well with its small size to stash easily
in a backpack. The unit is fairly light weight as well, which not only helps it to float but also makes it a breeze
to bring with you to any outdoor function. A wall charger was not included, but it does come with a
two-foot-long Micro USB cable. The battery charges quickly and lasts five or so hours, like most speakers this
size. Bluetooth is much the same, using the Bluetooth button, and again the Superstar Backfloat will both
signify its status with a light as well as telling you that you are connected. Audio after connection is set at max
volume, and may need to be adjusted as this speaker hub is extremely loud for its size. Bass is fantastically
low for such a small set, and the fidelity is great with no buzzing or raspiness at all. Monster does recommend
placing this unit standing up for the best audio, and there is an appreciable difference compared to having it
laying on its back. Still, in either position, the Backfloat had none of the tinniness I have experienced with
speakers this size in the past, and projected sound like a much larger boom box. But then, with a company
known for its audio fidelity products, one would expect fantastic audio performance, right? The speakerphone
function works fantastically, with the small waterproof mic on top able to pick up voices from across the room
over the din of a small heater and humidifier. The water resistance really works as well; it may be too cold
outside to go test it in a pool, but in a full bathtub the unit does float on its back like the name implies. Audio
sounds just as crisp as out of the water, and even the speakerphone still works, though the microphone hole
sits almost underneath the waterline. The owners manual does make it a point to make sure that the headphone
and charging jacks are covered, and after use near water to peel off the thick silicone case to dry the actual
speaker unit. After its brief foray into the bathtub, however, it seems the case was fairly effective at keeping
water out with the large lip that runs around the face of the speaker. This case comes with molded, mm thick
edges at the corners to protect the unit from any shock it may come across from outdoor adventures. The
one-year limited warranty and the rugged, water and shock-proof design mean that these fantastic, compact
speakers can stay by your side through almost anything.
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By Brian Kahn May 13, Bluetooth speakers have been a hot item for the past couple of years. The demand for
portable Bluetooth speakers remains high, especially for smaller ones that can be easily packed for travel. This
demand has resulted in more and more "micro" sized speakers. These speakers need to include a Bluetooth
receiver, battery, and amplifier, which leaves little room for drivers and their needed enclosure volume. Sound
quality usually suffers, as does output level. The Superstar is extremely compact; measuring five by 2. For
those interested in color coordination, the Superstar can be had in grey, blue, or green. I was immediately
impressed by the midrange. Male vocals were reproduced much better than one would expect from such a
small speaker. The Superstar has a pair of small less than one inch active drivers flanking a passive radiator on
the front of the speaker, and a second passive radiator is on the back. This driver combination provided a
surprisingly solid and balanced midrange. With this track and similar recordings where the focus is on vocals
and strings, the limited low-end frequency extension did not pose any problem. Lowering the volume let the
passive radiators catch up a bit, but their small size simply prohibits any significant output of low bass. On
some of my trips, I had to conduct conference calls and needed to use a speakerphone so that others at my
location could participate. More interesting to me was that the microphone did a good job picking up our
voices, and the Superstar did a good job reproducing voices with which I am familiar. The ability to reproduce
familiar voices is a good indicator of its abilities to reproduce other signals. Between the two speakers, I found
the SuperStar to be more refined, especially in the midrange. The loud voice that you hear when powering it
on can be especially annoying when you are out in a group. Comparison and Competition There are countless
other small, battery-powered Bluetooth speakers on the market. No speaker I have heard anywhere near this
size is capable of providing concert-level volume, pounding bass, or a well-articulated soundstage. What I do
want from a speaker this size is something that can provide clear music reproduction at reasonable volumes
without any detracting artifacts. The Superstar does this. The Superstar did a good job from the midrange to
the lower treble region, allowing vocals and strings to be reproduced with much more balance than I have
heard from a speaker this size. Listeners have many choices when it comes to micro-sized Bluetooth speakers,
which is a good thing but can making choosing the right one for you a difficult task. For me, it is not difficult
to recommend that the Superstar be on your audition list.
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Black And GreenPackage Type: I also have to agree that it has a very detailed clear sound, not typical for
wireless speakers. Here is more about this little SuperStar! In addition to a speaker, a usb to micro usb cable
and storage drawstring mesh pouch was included. There is no exaggeration, but the speaker is small!!!
Weighting only g and mm x 75mm x 22mm it had a footprint smaller than my Note 2, and about double in
thickness. It was small enough to fit in the palm of my hand, and soft rubbery texture felt very good to the
touch which also should help to absorb a shock if dropped. Also, the speaker itself was designed to work
placed flat on the surface or in a sturdy upright position. A closer examination of the speaker revealed some
very unique design details. First of all, it has 2 top firing drivers placed in the corners under the perforated
grill. In the center on the top and the bottom of the speaker you have a pair of cleverly designed passive bass
radiators to enhance low frequency performance of SuperStar. One of the main problems with small speaker
enclosures is not being able to fit enough of regular active drivers to cover a low frequency sound. Some
speakers use bass ports to direct the sound outside through some clever filtering, while in here you get a pair
of passive radiator cones pumping the air out. With a lot of the smaller speakers, you typically get a thin high
frequency sound or muddy bass distortion, but with SuperStar you get a well rounded detailed clear sound. As
a matter of fact, I pumped it up to a max volume and experienced minimal distortion, only noticeable in low
frequency range due to exaggerated pumping of radiator ports. For sure, this speaker sounds VERY good for
its size and has clarity surpassing a lot of other speakers I have tested before. Beside sound quality itself, you
also get an impressive volume level where I compared it to another 12 Watt wireless speaker I recently tested
and found SuperStar to be louder. Another big advantage is the use of Apt-X codec which helps transmit audio
wirelessly without too much of bandwidth compression. It really felt like listening to a wired speaker.
Speaking of that, there is 3. On the other side of the speaker, there is micro USB port with a flap cover for
battery charging and also for audio-over-usb connection. The battery should last about hr at moderate volume
use, and micro-usb port also doubles in functionality to be connected to compatible devices where you can
send audio through usb port. Pushing Power turns the speaker on and pushing Bluetooth either puts it in a pair
up mode for the first time or starts pair up if there was some issue with disconnect. Once paired up, it shows
up connected to your phone and media audio, so it can be used to play audio from the phone as well as
functioning as a speakerphone with a build-in mic. Volume adjustment is self explanatory. There is also one
hidden control which is not obvious and you can only learn about it from manual. It provides a clear feedback
of functionality, but I wish it could be disabled. At the same time, you are paying a premium for its unique
features packed into a very small footprint. Personally, I was very impressed with this wireless speaker and
would definitely recommend it if you want a loud detailed sound and a design to make you stand out from a
crowd!
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The Monster SuperStar is billed by the company as the "world's smallest audiophile Bluetooth speaker" but it doesn't
quite live up to all the hype.

Narrow listening angle Distorted highs and lows Water-resistance in Bluetooth speakers has been a saving
grace for beach bums and shower singers alike. Monster is the latest to answer that call with the SuperStar
BackFloat. The speaker is small, easy enough to grip with one hand and is simple, yet confident in its design.
The SuperStar BackFloat owes its aquatic ability to its lightweight build, coming in at a half a pound. Also
deserving of thanks is the silicone that wraps around the unit as a life jacket of sorts. This slip protects from
drops and dings and yields a slick, unibody appearance. On top of the SuperStar BackFloat, there is a panel of
buttons that perform a fairly standard set of functions. From left to right, there is a Bluetooth connect button,
which also picks up calls with a single press, volume increase and decrease buttons to its right and finally, a
power button. Each button responds with a tactile click, and bright LEDs hugging the panel provide status
indicators that are helpful. To the left of the lineup of buttons is a microphone for taking calls on your Android
or iOS device. On its side, a flap in the silicone layer covers two inputs: Covering the front of the speaker is a
black grille that allows you to peek through at its two tweeters. The radiator helps the SuperStar BackFloat
push out a loud sound that, at times, defies its small form factor. The speaker has an appealing design, it floats
in water like a champ â€” but it can do more than that. Sound performance is also a strength of the BackFloat.
Most of the time, this Bluetooth speaker has no issue reproducing songs faithfully. However, the speaker
places its focus on gutsy mids. Highs and lows are still present, but they each represent a fragile limitation of
the BackFloat. If a song is pushing the low-end or coming through heavy on highs, the sound gets a bit too
distorted for my liking. Monster says that this listening angle offers the best sound performance. Just remove it
from water, strip away its silicone cover and let everything dry out. My phone was close to 30 feet away the
length of my studio apartment without any loss in signal. The one key area where the SuperStar BackFloat
falls short is with battery life. It floats in water on its back and plays your tunes. Tech deals, prizes and latest
news Get the best tech deals, reviews, product advice, competitions, unmissable tech news and more! No
spam, we promise.
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The world's smallest audiophile speaker Big sound from a small speaker. Weighing in at only 8 oz and with a sleek 5" by
" shape, SuperStar is the ultimate speaker system for pocket, purse or briefcase.

Everything you get with the Monster Firecracker Bluetooth speaker. Design The Monster Firecracker follows
the triangular design of its large sibling, the Monster Blaster. Monster Firecracker Bluetooth speaker front
view. At the back of the speaker, where the bottom and back side joins, is a plastic piece that runs the length of
the speaker. The Monster wordmark is imprinted in the plastic, and the NFC sensor is also indicated here. One
end of this piece bulges out slightly and has an opening for attaching the included carabiner or lanyard.
Monster Firecracker Bluetooth speaker back view. The back of the speaker has your 3. If you look through the
grille, you can also see the two full-range drivers. The gold ring does add a bit of extra class to the speaker.
Monster Firecracker Bluetooth speaker right end. Monster Firecracker Bluetooth speaker Photolite on the left
end. The Monster Firecracker is a pretty nicely, compact, sturdy, well constructed, and functionally designed
Bluetooth speaker. Our review sample came in black, but it will also be available in red, gold, or camo color
schemes. When you first open it, press and hold the multi-function button for about 4 seconds to turn it on and
initiate pairing mode with your smartphone or other Bluetooth device. You can also pair your device by
tapping it on the NFC sensor on the back of the speaker. The volume controls are obviously used to adjust the
volume up or down and will beep at maximum or minimum volume. As previously mentioned, the
multi-function button also plays or pauses the current track, a short press answers or ends an incoming call, a
longer press rejects the call and also mutes the microphone while on a call. You can also end the current call
with a short press of the multi-function button to answer a new call, or double-press it to answer a new call
and put the current call on hold. Finally, pressing the light button turns the Photolite on or off. The Photolite
uses a K lumen light for natural color for using it as an external light for picture taking. Of course, it also
works great as a flashlight and according to Monster lasts around 7 hours when used as a flashlight. The K,
lumen Photolite is pretty bright. Sound As far as sound goes, the Monster Firecracker is pretty decent
sounding for such a small Bluetooth speaker. While it could use some more bass, tones are crisp and clear
except for when you turn it up to maximum volume. Another feature that is a welcome one on Bluetooth
speakers is volume controls that are independent of your smartphone. Unfortunately, the Monster Firecracker
lacks independent volume controls. While the other party audio came through nice and clear, you have to be
pretty close to the speaker in order for them to hear you properly. When the battery does get low, the LED
light turns red and the speaker makes a battery low beeping sound. Our flashlight test lasted about 5
continuous hours before the battery died. Currently, the Firecracker is available only in Canada but will be
coming to the U.
7: Monster SuperStar Review
You can pair iClarityHD Precision Micro Bluetooth Speaker with a Bluetooth equipped Mac for listening to music or for
use as a speakerphone with iChat, Skype and other online video/voice chat clients.

8: My MonsterÂ® Audio | High Performance Speakers
Monster's SuperStar BackFloat offers a unique and water-friendly twist on your average Bluetooth speaker, but the
results sink it. The inconsistent sound performance across genres, average battery.

9: Monster SuperStar BackFloat review: A buoyant Bluetooth speaker with a thick skin - CNET
It's the HotShot; the most compact of Monster's SuperStar line of portable wireless speakers. While small enough to clip
to a backpack, jacket or belt loop, the HotShot packs a sizeable punch.
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